Abstract. This study proposes an effective noise estimation method for robust speech recognition in time-varying noise conditions. The proposed noise estimation scheme employs the Variation Model Composition (VMC) method, where multiple noise models are generated by selectively applying perturbation factors to the mean parameters of a basis noise model. The noise estimate is obtained by using the posterior probability of the multiple environmental models. The proposed noise estimation method is employed for the Spectral Subtraction (SS). Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is effective at increasing speech recognition performance in speech babble noise conditions.
Introduction
In this study, a novel noise estimation method for the Spectral Subtraction [1] is proposed to address time-varying background noise for improved speech recognition. Here our previous study of the Variational Model Composition (VMC) method [2] is employed for noise estimation. The motivation of the VMC is that each order of the cepstral coefficients represents the frequency degree of the changing components in log-spectrum envelope. In the VMC method, variational noise models are generated by selectively applying perturbation factors to a basis model in the cepstral domain to obtain various types of spectral patterns. The variational model composition method showed the effectiveness by being employed to generate multiple environmental models for our feature compensation method [3] . In this study, the posterior probability of each environmental model is used for estimating time-varying background noise.
Variational Model Composition
In the VMC(Variational Model Composition) method [2] , it is assumed that (i) a basis noise model can beobtained from periods of silence within the speech stream,and (ii) the target time-varying noise included in the speechduration would reflect variations of the estimated basis model.The variational models are generated by selectively applyingweights on each component of the mean vector of the basismodel in the cepstral domain.
First, a basis noise model is obtained from non-speech segmentswithin the input speech. The model is estimated asa Gaussian pdf ( )in the cepstral domain. In general thevariance is estimated as a form of diagonal matrix, resultingin a vector . Next, the largest components * +in thevariance vector are selected. They are considered highly variablecomponents in a size-ordered rank. Finally, a variation of the mean vector is generated by selectivelyapplying the perturbation factor on the determined variationalcomponents of the cepstral coefficients to asfollows,
where or + and the is a small positivevalue which we determine heuristically. The obtained modelcollection { ̃ ( ̃ )} consists of a total number ofgenerated variational models as a result of combinations ofthe 3-type gains (i.e., or ).
Noise Estimation Employing Variational Model Composition Method
In our previous study, Parallel Combined Gaussian Mixture Model (PCGMM) based feature compensation method was proposed, showing robust speech recognition performance in various types of background noise conditions [3] .Based on this motivation, we integrate the PCGMM-based model estimation method for obtaining the speech model into our noise estimation method in this study.
The distribution of the clean speech feature x in the cepstral domain is represented with a Gaussian Mixture Model consisting of K components. In this study we have multiple noise models obtained by the VMC method. Therefore multiple noisecorrupted speech models are generated through a model combination procedure using the clean speech model and each noise model ( ̃ ) of the variational model collections.
where , -denotes a function representing the model combination.For the model combination of the PCGMM method,we employ "log-normal approximation" method,
where it isassumed that the addition of two log-normal distributions also results in a log-normal formulation [3] [4].
The multiple noise models obtained by the Variational Model Composition method are used to generate the multiple environmental models * + which areestimated through the model combination procedure using theclean speech GMM and the obtained variational noise. With number of variationalcomponents, ( ) environmental models are generated. The noise signal in the cepstral domain at frame is estimated by the weighted combination of the mean parameters of the variational noise models obtained from a setof multiple environments using the posterior probability asfollows,
The obtained noise estimate ̃ is the cepstral domain, thereforeit needs to be converted to the linear spectral domain forapplying to the Spectral Subtraction. It can be first convertedto the log-spectral domain using an inverse DCT (DiscreteCosine Transform). The noise signal for the Spectral Subtraction [1] is obtained as follows,
Experimental Results
Our evaluations of the proposed method were performed within the Aurora 2.0 evaluation framework as developed by the European Language Resources Association (ELRA) [5] . The task is connected English-language digits consisting of eleven words. In order to evaluate performance under a time-varying background noise condition, speech babble condition was selected from the Aurora 2.0 test database. The performance of the proposed method was examined with comparison to conventional speech enhancement algorithms in terms of speech recognition performance. In our experiment two types of background noise estimation methods were employed for the conventional Spectral Subtraction. In the first method, the noise signal is estimated from the beginning and end non-speech parts of every input speech signal as the same way where the basis noise model is estimated for the proposed noise estimation employing the Variational Model Composition in this study. The second noise estimation method for the conventional Spectral Subtraction employs minimum statistics based estimation [6] . SS and MSS indicate the Spectral Subtraction employing noise estimation using non-speech segments (SS)and minimum statistics (MSS) respectively in this paper. Table 1 shows speech recognition performance (i.e., WordError Rate, WER) of the baseline system (i.e., no processing),the conventional algorithms (SS and MSS) and the proposed method (VSS) over each SNR condition of speech babble noise. In the results the proposed method (VSS+CMN) shows the best performance compared o the conventional methods (SS and MSS) over all SNR conditions except 0 dB SNR. These results demonstrate that the proposed noise estimation is effective at improving speech enhancement for speech recognition system in different SNRs of time-varying noise condition of speech babble noise. 
Conclusions
This study has proposed an effective noise estimation method for robust speech recognition in time-varying noise conditions. The proposed noise estimation scheme employed the Variation Model Composition (VMC) method, where multiple noise models are generated by selectively applying perturbation factors to the mean parameters of a basis noise model. The noise estimate was obtained by using the posterior probability of the multiple environmental models. Experimental results demonstrated that the proposed method is effective at increasing speech recognition performance in a time-varying background noise condition.
